MYSTYLE V+

Highly recommended with:

STANDARD MULTIFOCAL LENSES
• Award-winning anti-reflective coating
• 5 times more scratch resistance than standard coatings
• Lenses stay cleaner for longer

Standard multifocal lenses have large distortion areas
at the sides of the lens. Common complaints include a
‘swim and sway’ feeling when moving around and vision
problems when changing focus from near to far distance.

MYSTYLE V+ LENSES

PREMIUM
MULTIFOCAL
LENSES

• Reduces eye strain and fatigue
• Neutralises blue light from digital screens
• Available with Diamond Finish

• Light reactive lenses that change according to the light
• Sunglass dark outdoors, clear indoors
• Available in natural grey, brown and green

For more information on MyStyle V+ please
speak to your local eyecare professional.

MyStyle V+ lenses provide the most natural stable
vision when moving around. Near and intermediate
vision fields are extremely wide, so you can comfortably
use mobile devices and read. Distance judgement is
enhanced through binocular harmonisation technology.
Distortion and unpleasant sway effects are reduced to
the absolute minimum.

CRAFTED FOR YOUR EYES
www.hoyalens.com.au

MYSTYLE V+
Crafted for your eyes

Just like our fingerprints, eyes are unique to each
individual. Because of this, MyStyle V+ lenses are tailored
to your eyes like a bespoke suit is tailored to your body.

EVERY EYE IS UNIQUE, JUST LIKE FINGERPRINTS & YOUR MYSTYLE V+ LENSES
DESIGN TECHNOLOGY

BENEFITS OF MYSTYLE V+ LENSES

TOTAL ANALYSIS

Results in easy adaptation to the lenses thanks to
the analysis of your prescription power, lifestyle
and past lens wearing experiences.

INTEGRATED DOUBLE SURFACE DESIGN

Delivers natural, effortless vision from the
minimisation of visual distortion and reduction
of eye movement from far to near.

INFINITE OPTICS

Provides the most customised progressive lenses
available in the market.

BINOCULAR HARMONISATION

Enables easy focusing, improved depth
perception and effortless focusing from near to
far. It does this by accounting for the different
prescription powers in two eyes.

MyStyle V+ lenses are designed for people who believe
their eyes deserve nothing but the best and don’t want to
compromise their vision.
The superior design incorporates three patented Hoya
technologies and is derived from a long series of precise
measurements, captured for crafting your individualised
lenses. This includes not only your prescription but also
your eye movement, previous lens experience, your frame,
the way you wear your frame and your lifestyle preferences.
MyStyle V+ is the most individualised lens of its kind.

